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4HERE IS A THE STRONG TEMPORAL IF NOT CAUSAL 
LINK BETWEEN  THE  INTERVENTION AND  THE OUTCOME 
IN CARDIAC SURGERY AND THEREFORE A LINK BECOMES 
ESTABLISHED BETWEEN OPERATIVE MORTALITY AND THE 
MEASUREMENT OF  SURGICAL PERFORMANCE  )N "RIT
AIN THE LAW STIPULATES THAT DATA COLLECTED BY ANY 
PUBLIC BODY OR USING PUBLIC FUNDS MUST BE MADE 
FREELY  AVAILABLE 4OOLS  AND MECHANISMS  WE  DE
VISE  AND DEVELOP  ARE  LIKELY  TO  FORM  THE MODELS 
ON WHICH THE QUALITY OF CARE IS ASSESSED IN OTHER 
SURGICAL  AND PERHAPS MEDICAL  SPECIALTIES -EA
SURING PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE DONE 
BY  THE  PROFESSION 4O MEASURE  RISK  THERE  ARE  A 
NUMBER  OF  SCORES  AS  CRUDE  MORTALITY  IS  NOT 
ENOUGH ! VERY IMPORTANT BENEFIT OF ASSESSING THE 
RISK OF DEATH  IS  TO USE  THIS KNOWLEDGE  IN THE DE
TERMINATION OF THE INDICATION TO OPERATE 4HE SEC
OND BENEFIT IS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF 
CARE AS RISK PREDICTION GIVES A STANDARD AGAINST 
PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALS AND SURGEONS 0EER RE
VIEW AND hNAMING AND SHAMINGv ARE TWO MECH
ANISMS TO MONITOR QUALITY 4HERE ARE TWO POTEN
TIALLY DAMAGING OUTCOMES  FROM THE PUBLICATION 
OF RESULTS IN A LEAGUETABLE FORM THE FIRST IS THE 
DAMAGE  TO  THE HOSPITAL  THE  SECOND  IS  TO  REFUSE 
TO OPERATE ON HIGHRISK PATIENTS 4HERE IS A REAL 
NEED FOR QUALITY MONITORING IN MEDICINE IN GEN
ERAL AND IN CARDIAC SURGERY IN PARTICULAR 'OOD 
QUALITY  SURGICAL  WORK  REQUIRES  ROBUST  KNOWL
EDGE  OF  THREE  CRUCIAL  VARIABLES  ACTIVITY  RISK 
PREDICTION  AND  PERFORMANCE  )N  %UROPE  THE 
THREE  MAJOR  SPECIALIST  SOCIETIES  HAVE  AGREED  TO 
ESTABLISH  THE  %UROPEAN  #ARDIOVASCULAR  AND 
4HORACIC  3URGERY  )NSTITUTE  OF  !CCREDITATION 
%#43)!	  0ERFORMANCE  MONITORING  IS  SOON  TO 
%VALUANDO LA CALIDAD EN CIRUGÓA CARDÓACA
%XISTE UNA FUERTE RELACIØN TEMPORAL SI NO CAU
SAL ENTRE LA INTERVENCIØN Y LOS RESULTADOS EN CIRU
GÓA  CARDÓACA  Y  POR  LO  TANTO  SE  ESTABLECE  UNA 
RELACIØN ENTRE LA MORTALIDAD OPERATORIA Y LA MEDI
CIØN DE LA CAPACIDAD Y RESULTADOS QUIRÞRGICOS %N 
EL 2EINO 5NIDO  LA  LEY ESTIPULA QUE  LOS  RESULTADOS 
OBTENIDOS EN CUALQUIER INSTITUCIØN PÞBLICA O UTILI
ZANDO  FONDOS PÞBLICOS DEBEN  SER HECHOS PÞBLICOS 
Y  DISPONIBLES  EN  CUALQUIER  MOMENTO  ,AS  HERRA
MIENTAS  Y MECANISMOS  QUE  DISE×AMOS  Y  DESARRO
LLAMOS ES POSIBLE QUE LLEGUEN A FORMAR PARTE DE LOS 
MODELOS  CON  LOS QUE  SE  EVALÞA  LA  CALIDAD DEL  CUI
DADO  MÏDICO  EN  OTRAS  ESPECIALIDADES  MÏDICAS  Y 
QUIRÞRGICAS ,A MEDICIØN DE LA CAPACIDAD PROFESIO
NAL  DEBE  SER  HECHA  EN  LA  MISMA  PROFESIØN  0ARA 
MEDIR  EL  RIESGO  EXISTE  UN  NÞMERO  DE  SISTEMAS  DE 
PUNTUACIØN YA QUE LA MORTALIDAD CRUDA NO ES SU
FICIENTE  5N  BENEFICIO MUY  IMPORTANTE  DE  LA  EVA
LUACIØN  DEL  RIESGO  DE  MUERTE  ES  UTILIZAR  ESTE 
CONOCIMIENTO PARA DETERMINAR  LA  INDICACIØN PARA 
UNA INTERVENCIØN %L SEGUNDO BENEFICIO RESIDE EN LA 
EVALUACIØN  DE  LA  CALIDAD  DEL  CUIDADO  MÏDICO  YA 
QUE LA PREDICCIØN DEL RIESGO PROPORCIONA UN PUNTO 
DE COMPARACIØN FRENTE A LOS RESULTADOS DE LOS HOS
PITALES Y DE LOS CIRUJANOS ,A REVISIØN POR PARES Y 
EL iNOMBRAR Y CRITICARw SON DOS MECANISMOS PARA 
LA MONITORIZACIØN DE LA CALIDAD %XISTEN DOS RESUL
TADOS POTENCIALMENTE PELIGROSOS DE LA PUBLICACIØN 
DE  RESULTADOS  EN  FORMA  DE  TABLA  DE  CLASIFICACIØN 
LIGUERA EL PRIMERO ES EL DA×O AL HOSPITAL EL SEGUN
DO  ES  EL  RECHAZO  A  OPERAR  A  PACIENTES  DE  RIESGO 
ELEVADO %XISTE UNA NECESIDAD REAL DE MONITORIZAR 
LA CALIDAD EN LA MEDICINA EN GENERAL Y EN LA CIRUGÓA 
#ORRESPONDENCIA 
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5SUALLY  DOCTORS  DO  THEIR  BEST  FOR  THEIR  PATIENTS  &OR 
PHYSICIANS IF MEDICAL TREATMENT FAILS AND THE PATIENT DIES 
WE BLAME THE DISEASE NOT THE TREATMENT OR THE DOCTOR )T 
IS DIFFERENT FOR SURGEONS 4HIS IS NOT SURPRISING BECAUSE OF 
THE STRONG TEMPORAL IF NOT CAUSAL LINK BETWEEN THE INTER
VENTION  AND  THE  OUTCOME !S  CARDIAC  SURGERY  BEGAN  TO 
STAKE  ITS  RIGHTFUL CLAIM  IN  THE  FIELD OF  TREATMENT OF HEART 
DISEASE SURGEONS HAD TO JUSTIFY THEIR AGGRESSIVE AND HIGH 
PROFILE  INTERVENTION BY  SHOWING  THAT  THEY  COULD  ACHIEVE 
CURE  OR  PALLIATION  FOR  THE MAJORITY WITH  AN  hACCEPTABLEv 
RISK OF DEATH FOR THE MINORITY )T WAS INEVITABLE THAT A LINK 
WOULD  BECOME  ESTABLISHED  BETWEEN  OPERATIVE  MORTALITY 
AND THE MEASUREMENT OF SURGICAL PERFORMANCE
)N *ANUARY  THE h&REEDOM OF )NFORMATIONv !CT 
BECAME LAW IN "RITAIN )T STIPULATED IS THAT DATA COLLECTED 
BY ANY PUBLIC BODY OR USING PUBLIC FUNDS MUST BE MADE 
FREELY  AVAILABLE  TO  ANYONE  WHO  ASKS  WITHIN    DAYS 
$ATA COLLECTED BY CARDIAC SURGICAL AUDIT DEPARTMENTS FALL 
WITHIN  THIS  GROUP  AS  THEY  ARE  GATHERED  USING .ATIONAL 
(EALTH 3ERVICE RESOURCES 7ITHIN DAYS OF THE ACT BECOM
ING LAW 4HE 'UARDIAN NATIONAL NEWSPAPER CONTACTED ALL 
CARDIAC  SURGICAL  UNITS  IN  THE  COUNTRY  AND  REQUESTED  THE 
MORTALITY FIGURES FOR ALL CARDIAC SURGEONS BY NAME FOR 
ISOLATED CORONARY SURGERY AND AORTIC VALVE  REPLACEMENT 
OVER  THE  PAST    YEARS  5NITS  COMPLIED  THEY  HAD  NO 
CHOICE	  AND  SUBMITTED  THE DATA  SOME DID  SO WILLINGLY 
SOME UNDER PROTEST AND MANY WERE WORRIED ABOUT HOW 
THE  NEWSPAPER WILL  PRESENT  THE  DATA  3OME  UNITS  0AP
WORTH INCLUDED	 SUBMITTED RISKSTRATIFIED DATA WITH  
CONFIDENCE LIMITS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES 3OME SUBMIT
TED CRUDE RISK STRATIFICATION LOW AND HIGH RISK	 /THERS 
SUBMITTED CRUDE DATA 4HE 'UARDIAN TREATED THE DATA VERY 
RESPONSIBLY THEY PUBLISHED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER NOT IN 
ORDER  OF  MORTALITY	  EXPLAINED  RISK  STRATIFICATION  AND 
WHERE AVAILABLE PUBLISHED RISK DATA AND CONFIDENCE LIM
ITS 4HIS WAS  EXCEPTIONAL WHENEVER OTHER NEWSPAPERS 
DEALT WITH THESE ISSUES IN THE PAST THEY TENDED TO SENSA
TIONALISE THE REPORTS WITH HEADLINES LIKE hTHE WORST HOS
PITAL  IN "RITAINv AND STATEMENTS LIKE hSCORES OF PATIENTS 
ARE DYING NEEDLESSLYxv APPEARING OUT OF REPORTS OF UN
RELIABLE UNADJUSTED CRUDE DATA 
&REEDOM  OF  INFORMATION  IS  A  GROWING  TREND  #ARDIAC 
SURGICAL  OUTCOME  DATA  WILL  NOT  BE  CONFIDENTIAL  FOR  LONG 
7HEN  THAT  HAPPENS  IN  YOUR  PART  OF  THE WORLD  WILL  YOUR 
NEWSPAPERS BE RESPONSIBLE LIKE 4HE 'UARDIAN OR SENSATION
ALIST LIKE THE OTHERS -Y BET IS THAT IT WILL BE THE LATTER
-EASURING PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE DONE 
BY  THE  PROFESSION  BEFORE  THE  NEWSPAPERS  DO  IT  FOR  US 
7E ARE ON THE THRESHOLD OF A BRAVE NEW WORLD IN WHICH 
THE  MEASUREMENT  OF  CARDIAC  SURGICAL  PERFORMANCE  WILL 
NO LONGER BE PERIPHERAL TO OUR WORK BUT AN INTEGRAL PART 
OF  IT  AS  IMPORTANT  AS  THE  INDICATION  FOR  SURGERY  THE 
CHOICE OF PROCEDURE THE SKILL WITH WHICH IT IS PERFORMED 
AND  THE  POSTOPERATIVE  CARE  -OREOVER  THE  TOOLS  AND 
MECHANISMS WE  DEVISE  AND  DEVELOP  ARE  LIKELY  TO  FORM 
THE MODELS ON WHICH  THE QUALITY OF  CARE  IS  ASSESSED  IN 
OTHER SURGICAL AND PERHAPS MEDICAL SPECIALTIES
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'OVERNMENTS  AND  HEALTH  AUTHORITIES  CARE  MUCH 
ABOUT COST AND POSSIBLY NOT ENOUGH ABOUT CLINICAL OUT
COMES  3URGEONS  AND  THEIR  PATIENTS  CARE  MORE  ABOUT 
OUTCOMES AND POSSIBLY NOT ENOUGH ABOUT COST	 3OME
TIME  IN  THE  LATE S  A HEALTH AUTHORITY PAID A  LARGE 
SUM  OF  MONEY  TO  A  FAMOUS  FIRM  OF  ACCOUNTANTS  AND 
MANAGEMENT  CONSULTANTS  TO  EXAMINE  THE  PERFORMANCE 
OF  THE  TWO CARDIAC SURGICAL CENTRES  IN  ITS AREA !FTER A 

CARDÓACA  EN  PARTICULAR  %L  TRABAJO  QUIRÞRGICO  DE 
CALIDAD REQUIERE UN CONOCIMIENTO PROFUNDO DE TRES 
VARIABLES CRUCIALES ACTIVIDAD PREDICCIØN DEL RIES
GO  Y  RESULTADOS  %N  %UROPA  LAS  TRES  PRINCIPALES 
SOCIEDADES DE ESPECIALIDAD HAN ACORDADO ESTABLE
CER EL )NSTITUTO %UROPEO DE !CREDITACIØN EN #IRU
GÓA  4ORÈCICA  Y  #ARDIOVASCULAR  %#43)!	  ,A 
MONITORIZACIØN  DE  LOS  RESULTADOS  SERÈ  PRONTO  IM
PERATIVA 3I LOS CIRUJANOS NO ESTAMOS A BORDO ACA
BAREMOS POR NO  TENER EL  CONTROL  SOBRE  SU DESTINO 
FINAL  Y  LAS  CONSECUENCIAS  PUEDEN  SER  IGUALMENTE 
DA×INAS PARA NOSOTROS Y PARA NUESTROS PACIENTES
0ALABRAS  CLAVE  %VALUACIØN  DE  LA  CALIDAD 
#IRUGÓA  CARDÓACA  %STRATIFICACIØN  DEL  RIESGO 
-ONITORIZACIØN DE LA CALIDAD
BECOME  IMPERATIVE  )F  WE  SURGEONS  ARE  NOT  ON 
BOARD WE SHALL HAVE NO CONTROL ON ITS FINAL DES
TINATION  AND  THE  CONSEQUENCES MAY BE  EQUALLY 
DAMAGING TO US AND TO OUR PATIENTS
+EY WORDS 1UALITY ASSESSMENT #ARDIAC 3URGERY 
2ISK STRATIFICATION 1UALITY MONITORING
  3AMER !- .ASHEF !SSESSING QUALITY IN CARDIAC SURGERY
LONG  AND  EXHAUSTIVE  STUDY  THE  FIRM  REPORTED  ITS  FIND
INGS SUMMARISED IN TABLE ) 
4HE  ACCOUNTANTS  CONCLUDED  THAT  CENTRE ! WAS MORE 
EFFICIENT  AT  ROUTINE  PROCEDURES  AND  SHOULD  THEREFORE  BE 
RESTRICTED TO SIMPLE OPERATIONS #ENTRE " HOWEVER WAS 
FOUND TO BE MORE EFFICIENT IN COMPLEX AND REDO SURGERY 
AND SHOULD THEREFORE BE EXPANDED AS A QUATERNARY REFER
RAL  CENTRE  FOR  SUCH  CASES  3ADLY  HOWEVER  THE  ACCOUN
TANTS DID NOT EXAMINE CLINICAL OUTCOMES (AD THEY DONE 
SO EVEN TO A MINIMAL EXTENT THEY WOULD HAVE FOUND THAT 
MORTALITY RATES TELL A DIFFERENT STORY THE hEFFICIENCYv OF 
#ENTRE " IN COMPLEX SURGERY WAS DUE TO THE HIGH DEATH 
RATE DURING OPERATION 4ABLE ))	
/PERATING ROOM DEATHS COST VERY LITTLE ! LONG AND DIF
FICULT HOSPITAL STAY IS MORE EXPENSIVE BUT THE OUTCOME OF 
SURVIVAL IS UNDOUBTEDLY DESIRABLE FOR THE PATIENT THE FAM
ILY AND THE SURGEON )T SHOULD ALSO BE THE DESIRED OUTCOME 
FOR  THE  INTELLIGENT	  HEALTH  CARE  PURCHASER  4HIS  EXAMPLE 
ILLUSTRATES  ADMITTEDLY  IN  SIMPLISTIC  TERMS  THE  DANGERS  OF 
ENTRUSTING SURGICAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT TO ACCOUNTANTS 
/PERATIVE MORTALITY IS IMPORTANT /F COURSE IT IS ONLY ONE 
OF MANY OUTCOMES THAT DETERMINE THE SUCCESS OF A PROCE
DURE  OTHERS  BEING  MORBIDITY  FUNCTIONAL  OUTCOME  LONG
TERM SURVIVAL AND FREEDOM FROM REINTERVENTION 3URVIVING 
THE OPERATION HOWEVER IS THE SINE QUA NON WITHOUT WHICH 
NONE OF THE OTHER PARAMETERS CAN BE MEASURED )T IS ALSO THE 
FIRST STEP IN ESTABLISHING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND UNTIL 
WE  HAVE  A  ROBUST  METHOD  OF  MEASURING  IT  CORRECTLY  AND 
MEANINGFULLY ATTENTION TO OTHER AREAS AS PERFORMANCE MEA
SURE MAY BE PREMATURE &IG 	
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7HEN OPERATIVE MORTALITY IS MENTIONED SURGEONS ARE 
QUICK TO CLAIM THAT THEY OPERATE ON HIGHER RISK PATIENTS 
THAN THEIR COLLEAGUES 7HEN MORTALITY FOR A SPECIFIC PRO
CEDURE  IS HIGHER  FOR ONE  SURGEON  OR HOSPITAL	  THAN AN
OTHER  THIS  CAN  BE  DUE  TO  ONE  OF  THREE  REASONS  OR  A 
COMBINATION OF THE THREE
n  4HE  DIFFERENCE  IS  DUE  TO  CHANCE
n  4HE DIFFERENCE IS DUE TO VARIATION IN THE PREDICTED 
RISK  DIFFERENT  CASEMIX	
n  4HE  DIFFERENCE  REFLECTS  BETTER  AND  SAFER  SERVICE
4HE PROBLEM WITH CRUDE PROCEDURAL MORTALITY IS THAT 
IT TAKES NO ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST TWO FACTORS 4HE FIRST FAC
TOR CAN BE ELIMINATED BY THE APPROPRIATE USE OF STATISTICAL 
METHODS  AND  THE  SECOND  CAN  BE  TAKEN  INTO  ACCOUNT  BY 
USING A MEASURE OF CASEMIX OR  RISK  STRATIFICATION &EW 
PEOPLE REALISE THAT THE PREDICTED RISK FOR FIRSTTIME #!"' 
CAN VARY BY A  FACTOR OF OVER  !  LOWRISK ELECTIVE 
#!"'  HAS  A  RISK  OF  LESS  THAN    WHEREAS  EMER
GENCY #!"'  IN A YEAROLD WITH UNSTABLE POSTINFARC
TION ANGINA ON AN INTRAAORTIC BALLOON IS OVER  $ESPITE 
THE SUBSTANTIAL KNOWLEDGE BASE ON RISK ASSESSMENT IN CAR
DIAC  SURGERY  ONE  ,ONDON  NEWSPAPER  PUBLISHED  LEAGUE 
TABLES OF #!"' MORTALITY IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM WITHOUT 
PROPER  RISK  STRATIFICATION (AVING  ESTABLISHED  A  RANGE  OF 
MORTALITY  BETWEEN  OF    ACROSS  THE  COUNTRY  THE  AC
COMPANYING ARTICLE BEGAN hSCORES OF PATIENTS ARE DYING 
UNNECESSARILYxv 4HE LESSON FROM THIS IS THAT IF CARDIAC 
SURGEONS THEMSELVES DO NOT CARRY OUT OUTCOME ANALYSIS 
WELL OTHERS WILL DO IT FOR THEM AND DO IT BADLY
(/7 $/ 7% -%!352% 2)3+
-ANY  RISK  MODELS  ARE  AVAILABLE  TO  US  4HEY  RANGE 
FROM  SIMPLE  ADDITIVE  SCORING  SYSTEMS  SUCH  AS 0ARSON
NET AND %URO3#/2% TO COMPLEX "AYESIAN AND LOGISTIC 
MODELS SUCH AS THE 3OCIETY OF 4HORACIC 3URGEONS 343	 
DATABASE MODEL  THE 5+ "AYESIAN MODEL AND  THE %U

4!",% ) #/34 /& #!2$)!# 352'%29
  (OSPITAL !  (OSPITAL "
3IMPLE #!"'  a   a 
3IMPLE VALVE  a   a 
2EDO OR COMPLEX  a   a 
4!",% )) /54#/-% /& #!2$)!# 352'%29 -/24!,)49	
  (OSPITAL !  (OSPITAL "
3IMPLE #!"'    
3IMPLE VALVE    
2EDO OR COMPLEX    

-OST OF WHOM DIED DURING OPERATION
&IGURE  
  #IRUGÓA #ARDIOVASCULAR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 .ÞM  
RO3#/2% LOGISTIC MODEL !DDITIVE MODELS ARE EASY TO 
USE REQUIRE NO SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT AND ARE SUFFICIENT
LY SIMPLE TO REMEMBER SO THAT A QUICK MENTAL CALCULATION 
CAN BE MADE AT THE BEDSIDE hON THE BACK OF AN ENVELOPEv 
4HEY ARE EFFECTIVE FOR QUALITY CONTROL  IN  LARGE SERIES OF 
PATIENTS  AS  WELL  AS  FOR  INTERINSTITUTIONAL  COMPARISON 
4HEIR MAIN WEAKNESS IS IN THE SPECIFIC PREDICTION OF RISK 
IN SOME PATIENT CATEGORIES ESPECIALLY VERY HIGHRISK PA
TIENTS WHERE  THERE  IS  A  TENDENCY  TO  UNDERESTIMATE  RISK 
-ORE  COMPLEX MODELS  CAN  BE MORE  ACCURATE  FOR  INDI
VIDUAL RISK ASSESSMENT BUT REQUIRE SPECIALISED TOOLS 4HIS 
BECOMES LESS OF A PROBLEM WITH THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH 
IN  THE  AVAILABILITY  OF  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY  %URO3
#/2% NOW OFFER A FULL LOGISTIC CALCULATOR WHICH CAN BE 
USED  ONLINE  OR  DOWNLOADED  FROM  THE  WEB  FOR  USE  ON 
LOCAL COMPUTERS OR PERSONAL ORGANISERS 4HERE IS EVEN A 
CALCULATOR  IN  LAYMANS  TERMS  FOR PATIENTS AND SURGEONS 
MAY SOON SEE PATIENTS PRESENT AT THEIR CLINIC WITH A BET
TER  IDEA OF  RISK  ASSESSMENT  THAN  SOME OF  THEIR  DOCTORS 
4HE AUTHOR NATURALLY FAVOURS THE %URO3#/2% RISK MOD
ELS  BUT  IT  DOES  NOT MATTER  TOO MUCH WHICH MODEL  WE 
USE AS LONG AS RISK IS PROPERLY ASSESSED 
4(% 6!,5% /& 02%$)#4).' 
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! VERY IMPORTANT BENEFIT OF ASSESSING THE RISK OF DEATH 
IS TO USE THIS KNOWLEDGE IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE INDI
CATION  TO  OPERATE 7HERE  OPERATION  IS  CONTEMPLATED  ON 
SYMPTOMATIC GROUNDS THIS KNOWLEDGE IS HELPFUL IN WEIGH
ING THE SYMPTOMATIC BENEFITS AGAINST THE MORTALITY RISK )F 
THE OPERATION IS PURELY ON PROGNOSTIC GROUNDS POSSESSION 
OF  THIS  KNOWLEDGE  BECOMES MANDATORY  WE MUST  NEVER 
OFFER  AN  OPERATION WHICH  CARRIES  A  GREATER  RISK  THAN  THE 
RISK  IT  SEEKS  TO  AVOID 4HE  COROLLARY  OF  THIS  IS  INFORMED 
CONSENT  IF  THE  SURGEON  NEEDS  THIS  INFORMATION  TO  DETER
MINE WHETHER THERE IS AN INDICATION FOR SURGERY THEN THE 
PATIENT NEEDS IT BEFORE AGREEING TO SURGERY
4HE SECOND BENEFIT IS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF THE QUAL
ITY  OF  CARE  RISK  PREDICTION  GIVES  A  STANDARD  CORRECTED 
FOR CASEMIX AGAINST WHICH THE PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALS 
UNITS AND SURGEONS CAN BE MEASURED #OMPARISONS MAY 
BE MADE  FOR OVERALL  CARDIAC  SURGERY  SPECIFIC OPERATION 
TYPES AND SPECIFIC PERIODS OF ACTIVITY #LEVER USE OF VARI
ABLE  LIFEADJUSTED DISPLAYS OR #USUM CURVES ALLOWS  FOR 
A MASSIVE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE 
OF  A  SURGEON  OR  UNIT  OVER  TIME  TO  BE  DISPLAYED  IN  A 
SIMPLE ONELINE GRAPH &IG 	 AND MAY ACT AS AN EARLY 
WARNING SYSTEM OF DETERIORATING PERFORMANCE 
47/ !002/!#(%3 4/ 15!,)49 
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4HERE ARE TWO WAYS BY WHICH THE QUALITY OF A SURGI
CAL SERVICE CAN BE OBSERVED 4HE FIRST IS BY PEER REVIEW 
MECHANISMS  FORMALISED  INTO  QUALITY  ACCREDITATION  AND 

&IGURE  6ARIABLE LIFEADJUSTED DISPLAYS 6,!$	 GRAPH SHOWING THE PERFORMANCE OF SEVEN CARDIAC SURGEONS OVER TIME %ACH RISE IN THE GRAPH REPRE
SENTS AN ACTUAL SURVIVOR CORRECTED FOR RISK  MINUS THE LIKELIHOOD OF SURVIVAL	 %ACH DROP IN THE GRAPH REPRESENTS AN ACTUAL DEATH CORRECTED FOR RISK 
 MINUS THE LIKELIHOOD OF DEATH	
  3AMER !- .ASHEF !SSESSING QUALITY IN CARDIAC SURGERY

THE  ISSUE  OF  GOOD  PRACTICE  CERTIFICATES  BY  PEERS  4HE 
SECOND IS BY hNAMING AND SHAMINGv OR IN OTHER WORDS 
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF OUTCOME DATA WITH HOSPITALS  LINED 
UP IN A hLEAGUE TABLEv OR hHIT PARADEv ACCORDING TO THEIR 
CLINICAL OUTCOMES
,%!'5% 4!",%3 /2 h()4 0!2!$%v
7HEN  JOURNALISTS  AND  POLITICIANS  HAVE  ACCESS  TO  IN
FORMATION ABOUT HOSPITAL PROCEDURE NUMBERS AND MORTAL
ITY THEY USUALLY PRESENT THE INFORMATION AS A LEAGUE TABLE 
OR  hHIT  PARADEv  WITH  ONE  HOSPITAL  AT  THE  TOP  LOWEST 
MORTALITY	  AND  ONE  AT  THE  BOTTOM  HIGHEST  MORTALITY	 
-UCH OF THIS INFORMATION IS ALREADY IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
AND  EASILY  ACCESSIBLE  7HERE  IT  IS  NOT  AVAILABLE  IT  IS 
GENERALLY  EASY  TO  OBTAIN  AFTER  A  RELATIVELY  SMALL  SEARCH 
EFFORT 4HE ACUTE  INTEREST  THAT  THE MEDIA AND POLITICIANS 
ARE DEVELOPING  IN HEALTH  CARE OUTCOMES MEANS  THAT WE 
SHALL  SOON  SEE  LEAGUE  TABLES  OF  HOSPITALS  AND  SURGEONS 
READILY  PUBLISHED  AND  AVAILABLE  TO  THE  PUBLIC  (AVING 
BEGUN  IN  .EW  *ERSEY  AND  .EW 9ORK  THIS  HAS  ALREADY 
HAPPENED IN MUCH OF THE 5NITED 3TATES AND HAS RECENTLY 
SPREAD  TO  THE  5NITED  +INGDOM  THROUGH  THE  WORK  OF  AN 
ORGANISATION CALLED h$OCTOR &OSTERv .ATURALLY  THE  FIRST 
SURGEONS IN THE SPOTLIGHT WERE CARDIAC SURGEONS BUT OTHER 
SPECIALITIES WILL  SOON  FOLLOW &REEDOM OF  INFORMATION  IS 
GOOD AND DESIRABLE PROVIDED THOSE WHO USE THAT INFORMA
TION INTERPRET IT INTELLIGENTLY AND COME TO THE CORRECT CON
CLUSIONS 3IMPLISTIC LEAGUE TABLES CARRY A SUBSTANTIAL RISK 
OF MISINTERPRETATION FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS
n  &IRSTLY  DATA  MAY  NOT  BE  VALIDATED  AND  CONTAIN 
ERRORS SUFFICIENTLY LARGE TO AFFECT THE TRUE POSITION 
OF  HOSPITALS  IN  THE  TABLES
n  3ECONDLY  DIFFERENCES  PERCEIVED  BY  THE  LAYMAN 
MAY  BE  DUE  TO  CHANCE  AND MAY  VARY WITH  TIME
n  4HIRDLY UNLESS THE TABLES TAKE ACCOUNT OF RISK STRATI
FICATION ANY CONCLUSIONS FROM THEM MAY BE  INVALID 
AS A  REFLECTION OF  THE  TRUE QUALITY OF SURGICAL WORK 
%VEN IF ALL THE ABOVE FACTORS ARE DEALT WITH THERE ARE 
TWO POTENTIALLY DAMAGING OUTCOMES FROM THE PUBLICATION 
OF LEAGUE TABLES 4HE FIRST IS THE DAMAGE TO THE HOSPITAL 
AT THE hBOTTOMv OF THE TABLE IF IT IS PERCEIVED TO BE hTHE 
WORSTv IT WILL CLOSE OR STOP WORKING WITH THE INEVITABLE 
RESULT OF THE NEXT HOSPITAL BECOMING hTHE WORSTv 4AKEN 
TO ITS LOGICAL CONCLUSION WE WILL END UP WITH THE ABSURD 
SITUATION OF ONLY UNIT EVEN ONE SURGEON	 CONTINUING TO 
OPERATE  4HE  SECOND  OUTCOME  IS  MORE  REAL  AND  MORE 
ALARMING THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THE EASIEST WAY TO MOVE 
UP  A  LEAGUE  TABLE  IS  TO  REFUSE  TO  OPERATE  ON  HIGHRISK 
PATIENTS 3INCE THESE ARE OFTEN THE PATIENTS WHO STAND TO 
GAIN MOST FROM CARDIAC SURGERY THE HUMAN COST OF SUCH 
A TREND WILL BE EXORBITANT
,EAGUE  TABLES  OR  AS  THEY  ARE  KNOWN  IN  THE  5NITED 
3TATES hREPORT CARDSv HAVE ALREADY CAUSED PROBLEMS FOR 
SURGEONS  INSTITUTIONS AND PATIENTS ALIKE 3HAHIAN ET AL 
HAVE  IDENTIFIED GAMING  REFUSAL  TO OPERATE ON HIGHRISK 
PATIENTS AND REFERRAL TO DISTANT CENTRES AS SOME OF THESE 
PROBLEMS IN THEIR EXCELLENT OVERVIEW ON THE EXPERIENCE 
WITH REPORT CARDS 'RUNKEMEIER EVEN CASTS DOUBT ON THE 
VALIDITY OF EXISTING MEASURES OF CASEMIX TO DEAL WITH THE 
STATISTICAL  AND  MEDICAL  COMPLEXITY  OF  CARDIAC  SURGICAL 
PRACTICE .EVERTHELESS THE KEEN INTEREST IN MEDICAL OUT
COMES DISPLAYED BY THE GOVERNMENTS THE MEDIA AND PA
TIENTS IS LIKELY TO INCREASE IN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE !S A 
PROFESSION WE MUST  SET  THE  STANDARDS  FOR  THE MEASURE
MENT OF  QUALITY OF  CARE  AND  IMPLEMENT  THE  SYSTEMS BY 
WHICH SUCH MEASUREMENT IS CARRIED OUT 2ISK MODELLING 
IS ESSENTIAL FOR THIS /UR RISK MODELS MAY NOT BE PERFECT 
BUT THEY ARE LIKE A CANDLE A SOURCE OF SOME LIGHT IN THE 
BLIND  DARKNESS  OF  CRUDE  DATA  COLLECTION 7E  MUST  NOT 
REJECT  THE  CANDLE ON  THE PRETEXT OF WAITING  FOR  A  FUTURE 
FLOODLIGHT )N THE MEANTIME ALL EFFORTS CONTINUE TO REFINE 
AND IMPROVE RISK MODELLING NOW RECOGNISED AS A SCIEN
TIFIC DISCIPLINE WITH EXCITING POTENTIAL
15!,)49 !##2%$)4!4)/. !.$ 
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4HERE IS A REAL NEED FOR QUALITY MONITORING IN MEDI
CINE IN GENERAL AND IN CARDIAC SURGERY IN PARTICULAR )T IS 
NOW TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE FOR A UNIT OR A SURGEON TO CON
TINUE  TO  OPERATE  IN  COMPLETE  IGNORANCE  OF  THEIR  PERFOR
MANCE  'OOD  QUALITY  SURGICAL  WORK  REQUIRES  ROBUST 
KNOWLEDGE OF THREE CRUCIAL VARIABLES WHAT IS THE UNIT OR 
SURGEON DOING ACTIVITY	 WHAT  IS  THE EXPECTED OUTCOME 
RISK PREDICTION	 AND WHAT IS THE ACTUAL OUTCOME PERFOR
MANCE	 )N ADDITION THERE MUST BE A PRESET LEVEL OR BAND 
OF ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE AND A ROBUST MECHANISM FOR 
DEALING WITH SITUATIONS WHERE THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE IS 
BELOW TARGET )N %UROPE THE THREE MAJOR SPECIALIST SOCI
ETIES HAVE AGREED  TO ESTABLISH  THE %UROPEAN #ARDIOVAS
CULAR  AND  4HORACIC  3URGERY  )NSTITUTE  OF  !CCREDITATION 
%#43)!	 4HE MISSION OF %#43)! WILL  BE  TO PIONEER 
AND  IMPLEMENT  A  PAN%UROPEAN  QUALITY MONITORING  EX
ERCISE IN CARDIAC THORACIC AND VASCULAR SURGERY WITH THE 
AWARD OF GOOD PRACTICE CERTIFICATES  TO UNITS WITH ROBUST 
CLINICAL  QUALITY  MONITORING  -ECHANISMS  FOR  THIS  ARE 
ALREADY WELL DEVELOPED IN CARDIAC SURGERY %#43)! WILL 
WORK  TOWARDS  DEVELOPING  SIMILAR  MECHANISMS  IN  THO
RACIC AND VASCULAR SURGERY /N ANOTHER LEVEL SOME %U
ROPEAN  HOSPITALS  ARE  APPLYING  TO  THE  )NTERNATIONAL 
3TANDARDS /RGANISATION )3/	 FOR RECOGNITION OF QUALITY 
SYSTEMS IN THEIR SERVICES 4HIS IS AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 
WHICH HAS BEEN PROVEN IN INDUSTRY AND WHICH WITH SOME 
  #IRUGÓA #ARDIOVASCULAR  VOL   .ÞM  
LATERAL THINKING AND INNOVATIVE MANAGEMENT MAY SERVE 
SURGICAL UNITS WELL 
4(% &5452%
0ERFORMANCE MONITORING  IS SOON  TO BECOME  IMPERA
TIVE  !CHIEVING  THIS  USING  QUALITY  ACCREDITATION  AS 
PLANNED BY %#43)! WILL BE GOOD  FOR PATIENTS AND SUR
GEONS  )T  IS  IMPORTANT  TO  REMEMBER  THAT  THIS  APPROACH 
DOES NOT SEEK TO COMPARE INSTITUTIONS AND SURGEONS BUT 
SIMPLY TO ENSURE THAT ROBUST QUALITY MONITORING IS PRES
ENT  IN  EVERY  SURGICAL  SERVICE  IN  OUR  SPECIALTY  AND  THAT 
UNITS WHICH OFFER CARDIAC SURGERY DO SO TO AN ACCEPTABLE 
STANDARD 4HE  ALTERNATIVE  APPROACH  FAVOURED BY MEDIA 
AND GOVERNMENTS IS TO PUBLISH OUTCOMES IN LEAGUE TABLE 
FORM 4HIS WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY DAMAGE BOTH SURGEONS 
AND PATIENTS 7E ARE AT THE QUAYSIDE AND THE QUALITY AS
SESSMENT BOAT IS SIGNALLING ITS IMMINENT DEPARTURE )F WE 
SURGEONS ARE NOT ON BOARD WE SHALL HAVE NO CONTROL ON 
ITS FINAL DESTINATION AND THE CONSEQUENCES MAY BE EQUAL
LY DAMAGING TO US AND TO OUR PATIENTS
2%&%2%.#%3
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